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mvA~cEs IN ELECTROSTATIC AccELERATORS~~ 

H. E . Wegner 
Brookhaven National Laboratory 

Upton. New York 11973 

Advances in the design and performance of electro- 
static accelerators since 1969 are reviewed with 
special emphasis on the “forefront” accelerators that 
are currently leading in voltage capability. A com- 
parison of the acceleration tube design offered by the 
National Electrostatics Corporation and the High Volt- 
age Engineering Corporation will also be made. Other 
methods of increasing heavy ion energy by means of 
dual foil stripping will be discussed as well as the 
performance of a newly developed sputter ion source for 
the production of negative heavy ions with reliability 
and flexibility that greatly exceeds all other present 
systems. Finally, new developments in terms of both 
booster systems and very high voltage electrostatic 
accelerators (25-60 NV) are discussed. 

Introduction 

The status of tandem electrostatic accelerators 
was last reviewed for this Conference in 1969.l Some 
of the expectations, predictions, planned projects, 
and construction have been realized while others have 
passed onto oblivion Like so many favorite new ideas in 
the accelerator Eield. A recent special issue of 
Nuclear Instruments and Methods, edited by D. A. 
Bromley ,’ contains many of the details of my talk since 
the purpose of this special issue was to provide a 
communication medium and review for both research peo- 
Iple and accelerator designers of the latest perform- 
ante, construction details, and future plans for all 
the larger electrostatic accelerator systems. This 
paper could simply highlight and summarize the wealth 
of information in this recent journal; however, in- 
stead, a special emphasis and discussion oE the fore- 
front tandems and some of the trials and tribulations 
leading to the improved performance of today will be 
made. Many of the accelerator systems discussed in the 
special issue have been further improved and the cur- 
rent status in terms of research capability will be up- 
dated as much as possible. 

The description of performance and improvements 
in electrostatic accelerators since 1969 can be broken 
down into several categories: improvements in maximum 

operating voltage and new kinds OE charging systems; 
special methods for increasing the energy of heavy 
ions; new ion source capabilities for heavy ion pro- 
duction; and finally, future developments and plans, 
The most dramatic change since 1969 is in our under- 
standing of the limitations and capabilities for higher 
;xnd hi,Jhe!r voltages. D In 1969 we were contemplating 12 
.lnd 15 MV operation with skepticism; in 1975 we exceed- 
tici 15 MV operation and now understand acceleration tube 
Ioclding and other electrostatic phenomena sufficiently 
well t:lat we are now confidently constructing 2j and 30 
xv CldCh inc 5 

I. 0 eratin, p 
New Kinds of Charging Svstems 

SOIF of the xccLL2rator systems which were de- 
hcrihed .ls rinder coutruction or planned in 1969 hove 
now St-en tc.itrd dd many impressive test results have 
been ~obt:~incd by both the High ‘;olt.:ge Engineering 
Corporation: (INEC) and tile Xitional Electrostatics 

~cre?~~t~~n’_r~~c21____ ________________________________ 
* !doi-k ~~~rior-t~t~,.l l:nilcl- tile .Irlspices 01 the Energy 

lk~c~.~rch .lnJ l)~~~~l~pm~nt lldministr.ltion 

4 . Voltage Improvements by HVEC 

The High Voltage Engineering Corporation has test- 
ed their large TU class machine up to 21 MV without an 
acceleration tube and to 16 MV with an acceleration 
tube. They have also succr;sfully accelerated protons 
at 16 MV an; both L60 and I ions at 15 MV under test 
conditions. Because of budget limited operational 
time which forced intermittent operation, most of the 
diagnostic tests were carried out at 14 MV or lower 
voltages. These impressive record voltage tests were 
carried out with a new kind of 14-inch diameter accel- 
eration tube made with stainless steel electrodes. The 
early tests were carried out with tubes that were even- 
tually installed in the Canadian Chalk River Labora- 
tories accelerator (MP-3) as part of an “upgrade kit” 
and later tests were carried out with a second set of 
similar tubes eventually installed in the University of 
Heidelberg accelerator (MP-5). This new type of accel- 
eration tube .is now operational in five different MP 
accelerators: Chalk River, MP-3; Heidelberg, MP-5; 
Orsay, MP-9; Strasbourg, MP-10; and just recently at 
Yale, MP-1. The only large HVEC machines in research 
operations are OE the MP class which have an ultimate 
operational voltage limit, without acceleration tubes, 
of approximately 17 MV as demonstrated at Strasbourg 
m-lo), while the TU limits at approximately 21 MV. 

At present, there is no TU accelerator operational in 
research and the only machine of that size in existence 
is at HVEC. 

The Chalk River machine has carried out some re- 
search at 13 MV, however, a series of difficulties of 
various kinds associated with the new higher T”,oltage 
capability has forced their operation down to voltages 
of 12 to 12.5 MV. Actually, all of the upgraded ma- 
chines have passed acceptance tests at 13 MV and appear 
to be operating in support of research programs mostly 
in the region of 11-12 MV at present. The second of 
the two MP accelerators at Brookhaven National Labora- 
tory (BNL), MP-7, was upgraded with special smaller 8- 
inch diameter stainless steel acceleration tubes, 6 how- 
ever, they have not performed as well as the large 
tubes. Initially, the machine operated smoothly at 12 
MV but after a year of operation is now capabie of cnLy 
11 MV for reliable research operations, which is still 
a considerable improvement over the previous perform- 
ance with aluminum electrode tubes. 

The only difficulty to date with the larger diam- 
eter tubes is their expense, however, the in\restment 
appears to be very sound because none of these new 
tubes have shown any evidence for the kind cf insulator 
damage that has ultimately led to limited maxiwm [per- 

formance lifetime for all other kinds of acceleration 
tubes in this class machine. Ultimatelv, dL1 of tile 
MP machines expect to operate reliably in the 14 to 15 
NL’ region. It would appear that the tubes are capable 
of such performance at present but the overall system 
must be able to operate nt these voItages reliably in 
order to realize a practical heavy ion research pro- 
gram at the corresponding high energies. 

8. VoltJgc Improvcncnts by NEC 

The National Electrostatics Corporation does not 
have a test s>spabiLity ior tilcir large .liqh voltage 
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accelerators at the plant. The internal parts of the 
machines are assembled at the plant for mechanical 
testing and shipped to the customer for installation in 
the high pressure vessel for high voltage testing and 
performance demonstration, which indicates the extreme 
confidence they have in their design. The first such 

large machine (14 LID) has been installed and is now 
operational at the hust;alian National University (ANU) 
at Canberra, Australia. A second 14 UD is now under 
construction at the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot, 
Israel. Although the Canberra machine operates at 14 
MI and has passed acceptance tests at that voltage, the 
research program at present utilizes the machine more 
in the 11 to 12 YJ region. The difficulty with the 
higher voltage operation is the higher probability of 
occasional sparks which in turn cause damage inside the 
machine that require maintenance before the machine can 
continue in operation. Consequently, the research pro- 

grams cannot operate successfully at the highest volt- 
ages. It is expected that these machines will eventu- 
ally operate up to voltages in the 15 to 16 MV region 
when problems having to do with surge damage are cor- 
rected. 

To further characterize the overall development 
problem of electrostatic accelerators it is interesting 
to contrast the NEC and HVEC philosophy of design for 
the most crucial part of the accelerator, the acceler- 
ation tubes. The tube developed by NEC, a section of 
which is shown in Fig. 1, is rr 4 inches in diameter and 
assembled to any desired length from the standard sec- 
tion as shcwn. 

Fig. 1 Basic acceleration tube structure manufactured 
by NEC . The metal rings are titanium and are 
bonded by a proprietary process directly to the 
ceramic insulator sections. The assembly is 
approxiav~tely 10 inches lcng. 

It is made with titanium ialLtctrodes and ceramic insu- 
lators wi-ich dre bonded by ,I proprietary xtal-to- 

ceramic bondin,g technique. This kind of -joint allows 
the tube to be bLiksd out resulting in cl capability for 
attaining extremely good VacIIIIms. The tab2 sections 
are assembled with netal-to-met.11 ultra-l~iji~ '~ac,illrn 
joints 2nd arranged with intcgr.11 locating systems ior 

iligh ;;nc~.urr b,i!iz out. T:le NEC xceluratisn tllbc :;.;.,tL'm 
can be m;Id~, oper,ltion,il i.n tiic ~.;dcli~m rezion oi 10e8 
torr or less. This b,isic alesign, as shown in Fig. 1, 
1135 specLi1 intcrndl L~luctrodrs whicli clip into tile in- 
side and estcrnal torroidal :,p"rk .:aps which clip onto 
tl-c oiltside , .a5 hilown in Fig . 2. The electrodes itri: 
himplc ~liaI>'ilr.i~~nh vithixit .;p~.ci.il 1;; polis~~cd sllriJc~?s 
.ind when .issc-lblecl tor!n uti:lt is c.ilLeci ,t strni,;ht iield 

tu ii, I" t1ie p*ist, otller .str,ii:$t iivlsi tube; ih,lve 

Fig. 2 Acceleration tube section of Fig. 1 equipped 
with external spark gaps and internal elec- 
trodes. 

suffered from excess electron loading problems which 
NEC believes was mainly due to inadequate vacuum. So 
far, the performance characteristics of both the Sao 
Paul08 and Canberra7 machines when operated within de- 
sign vacuum levels do not exhibit excessive loading 
which shows that this design concept is basically sound. 
There are still sow questions aborut the loading char- 
acteristics for .dery heavy ion performance in the 14 UD 
machine at ANU, however, these early loading problems 
have now been traced to vacuum pumping limitations in 
both the tubes and high voltage terminal.9 The machine 
is now doing research and appears to be operating rea- 

sonably well at voltages in the 12-13 MV regicn without 
any special acceleration tube problems. 

The new HVEC acceleration tube is also operating 
in this voltage regicn at very similar voltage gradi- 
ents without any kind of special problems. It is made 
of highly polished stainless steel (rather than unpol- 
ished titanium) that is bonded to glass (rather than 
ceramic insulators) with vinyl acetate cement thereby 
not allowing: any kind of vacuum jake out brocedure 
This means that the acceleration tube operates .it ii 
poorer vacuura than is possible in the NEC metal-ceramic 
baked out srstem. 
lo-6 to m-f 

The operational /pressure region is 
Lorr depending on Llic? v4c~urr iiistory tif 

the acceleration tube in contrast to :he lo-: to 10-e 
torr of the KEC tube. The electron loading problem is 
taken care of by inclining the central electric field 
of the accelerator tube as shown in Fig. 3 so that tile 
electrons are swept out of the acceleration tube soon 
after they are formed. The large diamctur kca?ps the 
glass insulating surface well away from the s?*eeped out 
electrons so that they cannot interfere with the insu- 
lator performance of the <lass or result in any damage. 

These tlio conplctL:ly dLiicr,%nt king!; of .~ccrlera- 
tion tubes operate successfully for reasons :d:?ich I~JJC 
been outlined in this brief description. Howfvcr, it 
is inport‘lnt to emphasize that there prob~ibl!; %lre many 
more procusses hoing on in:;idc accelcrnticn tub-:; than 
hove :JL't been imagined by physicists. r~l:tleu,~h tl?t!?e 
explanations for ;:ood tllbe perlormance seem reasonable 
Lind plarisible, the llnknown elrtnxnt ,)f "witch craLt (1 

&ould not be Jiscount~id . The volta,,e conditioning ~7 
"witch craft" process that .~llows an accclrration tribe 
to opcratca sfloothly and qxlirtly :it irrick higher voltages 
i%in it i.; initially capable of holdin;: is .I prcccss 
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that is not completely understood in the sense that 
very few people would care to predict good conditioning 
prospects for a new design, however, a simple explana- 
tion can usually be easily made for designs that either 
fail or are successful in test. 

0 I 2 3 
l,lrII:I 

INCHES 

Fig. 3 Cross section of a portion of the new WEC high 
gradient stainless steel acceleration tube. 
The slant of the electric field in the central 
region sweeps out any electrons formed by gas 
or electrode collisions by ions. The outer 
diameter is approximately 14 inches. 

Since electrostatic accelerators have acceleration 
tubes that can hold voltages up to the 14-15 MV region 
and the electrostatic generators are also capable of 
smooth operation in the same region, why aren't the 
machines carrying out research at energies correspond- 
ing to these voltages? The reason is that for a suc- 
cesful research program it is essential for electro- 
static accelerators to operate extremely reliably. 
This means 24 hours continuous operation for several 
days on a particular experiment with relatively little 
interference or dowctime during the course o? the 
measuremznts. For these reasons, the research people 
ihave all programmed their research interests and re- 
qLi.rements into the 11 and 12 w region of cperation. 
If they try to carry out research at higher voltages 
they so02 rind that they have little actual realizable 
rcscnrch tine durin& the course of the experiment be- 
cause of maL;unctiooin* of the machine one way or t!le 
other. 

Yost of the problems ,lre caused by high vcltage 
sin-ring ~ihic'h apparently must always occur in any 
machine. It wocld .~ppcar impossible at this time to 
conceive of d large electrostatic generator that would 
not occ3sionalLy spark almost regardless of operating 

voltdge. Fortunately, Lo:icr voltage sparks do not 

cause much damage because energy dissipation is pro- 
portional to the square of the terminal voltage. Photo- 
graphs taken of terminal sparks for diagnostic purposes 
are shown in Fig. 4. 

Fig. 4 High voltage sparks from terminal to ground at 
9 MV photographed from the end of the accelera- 
tor through special windows. 

These are what cause most problems in electrostatic ac- 
celerators and Limit the practical operating voltage in 
terms of carrying out research in all of the forefront 
machines of today. Even though the machines can be 
taken to higher voltages for short term testing periods 
especially when everything is in the newest of oper- 
ating condition they simply will not continue to oper- 
ate at these high test voltages on a long-term basis 
for routine operation in support of research programs. 

Extensive experience at BNL with the highest volt- 
age terminal ion source Fn the world has provided some 
perspective in regards to high voltage surge damage. 
After initial operation at voltages in excess of LO MV 
the operation has gradually settIed down to reliable 
operation between 7 and 9 MV for negative operation of 
the terminal. At this voltage, most of the power sup- 
plies with their protective spark gaps and other pro- 
tection systems survive occasional sparking. Some of 
these successful systems, when installed in the ter- 
minal of MP-7 worked well in the 9-10 MV region, how- 
ever, as soon as the machine was upgraded with the new 
small diameter stainless tubes to a performance capa- 
bility of 11 to 12 XV, some of the units began to fail 
from voltage surging, simply because of the increased 
energy dissipation. 

The other MP accelerators with upgraded capabil- 

iv, utilizing the new acceleration tubes have also 
developed new problems associated with the higher ener- 
gy storage and greater spark damage capability. After 
the first set of new stainless steel acceleration tubes 
were installed in the Chalk River M? accelerator and 
operated under research conditions, it was found that 
the old reliable charging belt system, invented by 
Robert .J. Van de Craaff, suffered from premature failure 
at voltages in the region of 12 to 13 w." This Pre- 
mature failure problem with difEerent kinds of charging 
5eLts tested at both Chalk Xiver and at Brookhaven is 
still not completely understood which has Ied to the 
installation of alternate charging schemes for many ?!P 
accelerators. 

The pelletron chain chnrgini: system piunt:er?d by 
NECLL can be installed in an MP and the first such sys- 
tem was installed in t:le Yale accelerator and operated 
successfully in the 8 to 10 XV region before tlieir 
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acceleration tube upgrade program. 12 Figure 5 shows 
three of the six pelletron charging chains as they 
appeared during installation. 

First pelletron installation in the Yale (XP-1) 
tandem. There are three chains installed in 
both low and high energy ends of the machine. 

h’hrn a similar system was instalLed in the Chalk River 
decelerator operating in ti-e 12 to 13 MV region, vari- 
ous kinds of chain sparks, pulley damage, and vibration 
problems developed which required major design modifi- 
cations of the chain support system. One recent prob- 
lem was from high energy sparks, presumably going down 
the chain, junping across the pulley tc the ball bear- 
ings which were :hen instantaneously welded to their 
races. They then failed in a relative short time be- 
cause of the ball damage and high speed bearing loads. 
Again, the increased energy dissipation at higher volt- 
ages led to now problems which vcre not cvidcnt vith 
:he lower voltage at Yale. These problems have now 
been resolved ar,d the Chalk River machine is operating 
quite reliably in the vicinity of 12.5 WI. The machine 
still exhibits occasional mvsterious sparks which are 
not tube or terminal sparks and presumably have some- 
thing to do ,;itt the c.lain charging system, however, at 
the moment t;lese sparks are not interfering with the 
research operation and only occur on rare occasions. 13 

Anot:lfr important flectrzstatic generator component 
i- thra resistor cor corona system that prcTv,idt:s the iini- 
form potential ::radient ;rom the terminal potential to 
grmnd. 30th rejistcrs and corona systems :iave worked 
moderately reliably cn smnller machines over the years. 
The stalxl.ird ?lP resistor would xc.isic~nally <)pen or 
drift to lligiicr unusable ,;,ilues clt 9-10 XV, however, at 
13 XV they open4 rc;:lllJrly and .spectacularl:J by blow- 
inu into little pierces! A iprcial t:lrcc-wire coron‘a 
system desi,:n?d tar long life at .Ippro:;imatcly const.int 
~“~oltaqt drop, ir,dependent oi erosion, tested well bait 
suifcrcd instant c.cstr,ict ion when Lie1.d tested Ilndcr 
s~tr:gc condiLions. Ii T:le rc3j.-zLor ~ystzrrlh piox~r~rcd by 

HVEC have been improved and further protected by new 
designs incorporating multiple spark gaps and the coro- 
na systems pioneered by NEC have also been improved. 
Many other tandem groups have devised different poten- 
tial dividing systems that are now in use,l5,L6,L7,L8 
however, this paper will only review the two commer- 
cially available systems for simplicity. 

III the resistor improvement program one of the 
main problems may be production control of the basic 
resistor. Figure 6 shows the damage caused by scrging 
to a resistor used in MP-7. 

Fig. 6 Metal film 800 megohm resistor damaged by high 
voltage surges. The protective epoxy coating 
has been carefully removed to show the resis- 
tive film condition. 

;fie, ~;;;“,‘;;~yp 
covering has been remcved to show 

It is not known whether this kind 
of damage occurs instantaneously vith one surge or grad- 
ually with many. The basic problem with resistors is 
that under surge conditions they are subjected to severe 
over voltage. Resistor manufacturers that supply the 
basic product to electrostatic generator manufacturers 
generally do not respond favorably to performance guar- 
antees at 1000% over voltage - to say the least. Pro- 
tective spark gaps take -nany nanoseconds tc conduct in 
high pressure insulating gas thereby providing little or 
no protection in the first few nanoseconds of a fast 
rising voltage surge. 

A new kind of multiple component, spark gap pro- 
tected, resistor system has been developed by HVEC and 
is shown in Fig. 7. Both a 20 and 40 element version is 
sold and although largely successful in research oper- 
aticns at 12 w there have still been some problems.2O 
Sale has recently modified this design with an addition- 
al spark gap across the resistor which in turn has addi- 
tional inductive protection plus carefully made saw cuts 
through the epoxy encapsulation between unconnected re- 
sistor pairs in order to suppress internal breakdown 

71 through the epoxy .- 

A ;ompletr tube and individual pressurized cor0r.a 
ccntrol assembly [or the !+eFTmann l!, UD installation is 
shoiQ,n in Fig. 8 Altt-,ough NEC hias incorpornted the 
latest design features in tl:is system it leas :;et to be 
tested under 14 L’D s!ir::e conditions n:ld consequently its 
reliability for rcisearch support .]I; voltag<zs in tixa 
range of 12-14 MV is still t10 be rlemonstrated. 
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Fig. 7 New upgrade resistor design developed by HVEC. 
This unit contains 20 small encapsulated re- 
sistors in the epoxy block. Alternate series 
connections are protected by a series of spark 
gap connections as shown. 

Fig. 8 Acceleration tube assembly with individual 
pressurized corona tube assemblies for each 
tube section. The whole assembly is a stand- 
drd 1 Mv section for any of the NEC accelera- 
tars. 

All of the >I? accelcl-ators will Lry Lo dshievr the 
mystics1 13 to 15 MV capability that t!lis overall 
structural design should he able to handle, however, as 
ihe voltage is raised, new and interesting kinds of 
.st-r,qe Loilurcs :jill be discovered Unfortunately, the 
compl~~x machines now in use c!cPend on ,111 kinds of 
spcci<ilized internal rl~?ctrical and mech.~nical ;I‘lrdware 
in order to xllievf optinxm performance Some of the 
ftlturc ruchincs hein:; designcad will depend on complex 
internal components tar any performance wh<ltsoeT,er. 
Consc~uently, these internal compownts will have co hc 
:3rlL1.c r:it rem1 1;; relidbl<a under conditions ‘w‘hich drc L<e~)- 
erally so complex t:1at t!iriy cannot he completely prc- 
f.. ic t cd . 

11. Special Ytit!loi!s icr Incrca:;in,f 
the Enercv of Heavy Ions 

Si>c’ci.ll tcct;niqucs cL1n pro,/ido inortl i~ca.~y icn en- 
cr:<y for .i :,ivt’n limited termi:hll volta;;e One rL'- 

cenclv ~lt~cion.itratcd m~thzd is tllrorlgl! the use oj mitt- 
tipli <trippinji. i’his tc.cilniq\w is not .i n<w idea--,- ), “3 

,,1‘1~!~‘,c’L-, Li:c i!irect comparison L~L hiiihlc, .~nd douh1.e 

:oil viiicic,ncir.> ,ind c,lpahiliti<,s .IT~~I rolztice 11.w i n 

support of research programs has only recently been 
demonstrated .24 The most Trobable charge state of a 
heavy ion produced by a stripping foil in the terminal 
of a tandem accelerator is not utilized in most exper- 
iments unless maximum possible current is necessary. 
The maximum energy is attained by compromising the max- 
imum beam current and utilizing a less probable but 
higher charge state which provides higher energy. 
Quite often, the charge state chosen is produced at an 
intensity of approximately a fifth of the most probabIe 
charge state. This situation can be exploited by strip- 
ping heavy ions twice in succession. 

A second foil stripper was installed at the 3/G 
Vt point in the high energy acceleration tube of the 
second BNL tandem. This second stripper was then used 
to strip the most probable charge state ion from the 
high voltage terminal to even higher charge states 
after acceleration through the first tube section after 
the high voltage terminal. The higher charge produced 
by the second foil more than compensates for the lower 
energy gain between foils as illustrated in Fig. 9. 
The data in this figure show that the dual foil strip- 
pers provide an increase in heavy ion energy of approx- 
imately 10% over what would otherwise be available at 
comparable intensities with a single foil in the high 
voltage terminal. 

1000 
I I I 4 

/$--y 3sCl Z-STAGE $ 

TWO 
STRIPPERS ’ 

19-12 

ONE STRIPPER \ \ 
4 

I: 

IO L 

1 V=lO MV 
I,,= 500 nA 

I i- .- I -- 
70 80 90 

A.- --1---L. / 
100 110 120 130 140 150 
ENERGY (MeV) 

~i:q. 9 Analyzed beam inter,si:y (current r&) of 35Cl 
ions as function of energy (MeV) for single 
(terminal) and dual (terminal + 3,‘4 V) foil 
stripping. The 9+-13+ dual stripping point 
shows a iactor of 10 increase in current for 
the same energy (single stripper 12+) or 10 YeV 
mow energy at the same currtzrt (sin::le strip- 
per llf,. 

In the early history of the oneration of these 
l.lr~r elec trtistalic michinrs, they wre mostlv t!sed 
for proton .jnd light particle acceleration bu; now clrc 
tlsed Imostly for heavy ion acceleration all the way to 
the mass of urdnillm. The carbon strippin,: foils were 
not any special operationJ1 problem for proton accel- 
er;ition ,lnd had LlppreciJhle long lifetimes, however, 
~xith tile ndvi*nt of increaseci t-,cdvy ion operation they 
:~.rre found to have np<‘r.~tionally ~~s<*lcss;, short life- 

times. For ions as I eavy ,IS Ni or Cu and modest 
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injected beam currer.ts like .3 J!, the foil lifetime 
was extremely short like five to ten minutes. Although 

gas stripping has no lifetime problem or current limi- 
tation, the most probable charge state is approximately 
half or less than that provided by foils for the heav- 
ier ionsI which means that experimental necessary en- 
ergies cannot be provided by gas stripping either. 
This basic foil lifetime probleir. can now be alleviated 
by using the combination of gas stripping in the high 
voltage terminal followed by foil stripping at the 
V 3/4 pointLb as indicated in Fig. LO. 

/ I I / 1 I 1 / / 1 / I 

I ,,=300 nA NiO- 

V=lO MV 100 
1 

c 

GAS b-Y---- ;;;;6mi” 
6-lZ*f” ,FOIL-FOIL 

/ 11ll’IIIIIl”1/’ 
40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

NI ENERGY (MeV) 

Fig. 10 Analyzed beam intensity for 58Ni ions as 

function of energy (?leV) for single gas and 
foil stripped ions and also double stripped by 
gas-foil and foil-foil combinations. The 
5+-l&' gas-roil stripping curwIlt and energy 
is equivalent to that of thz 12+ single foil 
stripping ccndition with a lifetime improve- 
.nent of approximately 30 times. 

The data show that fcr the acceleration of NiO ions 
providing a 120 MeV L?i 8+ beam, the current and energy 
are coopletely equivalent to a single foil stripper as 
long as the usual high side of the charge state dis- 
tribution is used to obtain the desired energy. This 
gas foil combination was found to increase the foil 
lifetime, now in terms of the second foil stripper, 20 
to 30 tines over that experienced with a single foil 
stripocr in the high voltage terminal. This kind of 
"trickery" with additional stripper foils has consis- 
tently extended the performance and capability of tan- 
dem acceler;tcors 'bcth in terns of the o>ii:rall beam c'.!r- 
rent and energy for all varieties of heavy ions. This 
technique is not neu and has br.en ?raposed ior ocher 

Eacilities,'7,28 i:,tiever, it is important to demon- 
strate the practical operation of such ;1 systtin and 
utilization in regular research operations. 

III. Ion Source Improvcincnt 

The epitome of ion ".;ourcery" is ne,.at i1.e bravy n 
il;n ".;ourcer:;" The production of ncgativc hca:.:. ions 
ris~lally in,/olws ".ltomic trickery" while the ;~roduction 
oi h&t, c:xirge positive state hcav ion:; more usually 
invol>:e.i "brute force". The cnp‘~bility for producing 
negative hcanvy ions of all varitities witi: quick chi~ngc 
c&pahility iron) one ion to .tnotier .ind Long term ~:~ihlti 
operation is Js im?ort,lnt to tll=‘ ma~~or heavy ion piiys- 
its pro:<r.ln:s cf tandcr~ ncceleratol-s as their su ble .xnd 

rrliLxbLe Ipprntion. rp,til ccci,nLly, ]~~,~ix;y io.1 ilc!;;ltiVf 

ion sources were all based on scme kind of plasma dis- 
charge from which negative ions were directly extracted 
or else gas or vapor charge e:ic:langed with positive 
ions. Although many such sources reported at this 
Conference and others have all produced -nany varieties 
of negative heavy ions, many have operational problems 
with long term reliability and capability for rapid 
change from one heavy ion species to another. 
scurce designs a change from typically ps- to ~~;-na"y 

might require as much as 6 or 8 hours including the 
conditioning time necessary to achieve optimum opers- 
tion. Although a special source dedicated to a partic- 
ular ion could in principle be "plugged in" to opera- 
tion as r.eeded, the real world of budget limitations 
does not allow this method of time saving. This time 
is generally Lost for research purposes and comes out 
of the operating period assigned to the particular re- 
search team that is trying to carry out a research pro- 
gram. Consequently, most research teams in the past 
have been reluctant to change beams during a run and 
possibly lose a large part of their research time be- 
cause of ion source tuning. 

-4 completely new kind of negative heavy ion 
source has recently been developed by R. Middletonz9 
of the Universit 
cially a~ailab~~so~~lp~~~s~~~~~~~p~~~t~~n~owT~~m~~~~ce 
utilizes an application of space-age technology in the 
form of aecesium boiler system that ionizes cesium ions 
by diffusing them through hot porous tungsten. This 
technique was developed to practical levels as one 
means of providing ion thrusters 32 for the purpose of 
correcting satellite positions on a long-term basis. 
The positive ions diffusing through the hot porous 
rungsten are accelerated co 30 keV and arrange< tc im- 

pinge on various solid materials. The heavy cesium 
ions sputter out atoms or compounds from target materi- 
al with which they collide and simultaneously produce 
large quantities of negative ions of the sputirered at- 
oms or compounds. One of the more exotic materials 
sputtered recently at Brookhaven was SeF? forming XeF- 
ions and thereby allowing the acceleration of xenon in 
a tandem acceleraror. 

The first commercially available version of the 
Middleton s utter source was oflrred by the Estrion 
Corporation $0 as a UNIS source, initials standing for 
"Universal Negative Ion Source", and more recently a 
somewhat different design IIRS been offered by the 
General Ionex Corporation.31 The Extriun UNIS source 
has been in operation at Brookhs-en for over a year, 
however , a nuinber of mechanical modifications and de- 
sign changes were necessary in order to achieve long- 
term reliable operation. The soburce I~OW cpercltes r>u- 
tinely for 1 weeks at a time on a ?C, hr./day, seven 
dayiweek basis. The record continuous rrlnnicg time on 
research without any maintenance is 4 weeks. Tli e 
source allows a change irom one type of hravji ion to 
clnothci in approximately filer winbtes .ind 18 diii.rrent 
selections are available with one sctu? of the source, 
On one e:<perirnent 3s many 3s 12 <Iic:(,rent 'icav!: ion 
beams ranging fron 32s to '18X0 wire provided <lt dif- 
icrent exreies for caLihr;ition p~~rpos+s i.1 an eigllt ,, 
hour period. Sirlilar periurmancc by any other kind at 
!lf‘ivy ion source xuould be ~;irtu~lly impossible. 

Now that the source is in routine use, nany re- 
search pro:<runs need or require several iox cl~~n;~:fs 
dliring 11iie operatisn~il period of .t cpeciiic experiment. 
Tile irlst ciiange cap‘tbility allows the research tc.ims to 
!nake exploratory menst:rern?nts with contrnstiw; I-~';!c - 
ticns. In tnc event that the .Iccrl~rocor pvricr-n,lncti 
is limited or tllt,re ;s some ott~ar diiiicu ltx; wit'* the 
~xperitwntal ' cqulprcnt the sciintist can r+iillv cll~in;:<~ 
t:1e experimental ;,l<ln to ‘in irim, 
bLi to 180 to G5sc 

~1 tdmcite beam r.in:& 

ar liirrr,illi 1.c whatcvtr I~v.~vy ion 
be~~rn is desired. T:lLs netllod 0i o;xr;ltion e~pecinll> 
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exploits the dynamic range and capability of the tandem 
accelerator and was not previously possible because of 

A partial list of UNIS source operating charac- 

the limited capability and changeover time required by 
teristics for experiments carried out on the machine 

more conventional heavy ion sources. 
over the last year is in Table 1. 

The dynamic cap- 
The tabulated per- 

ability of this new source has generated a pressing 
formance characteristics were extracted from the accel- 

need for the same capability for three-stage operation 
erator operational logs and are representative of nor- 

at the BNL tandem facility and a high voltage terminal 
ma1 operations in support of the heavy ion research 
programs. 

version is being designed. 

Table 1 

Accelerated 
Ion 

Ion 
Mass 

H 1 

Li 7 

Be 9 

C 12 

C 13 

N 14 

0 16 

0 18 

F 19 

Si 28 

S 32 

Cl 35 

Ca 40 

SC 45 

v 51 

Fe 56 

Ni 58 

Zn 64 

Ge 74 

Br 79 

Br 81 

Sr 88 

Nb 93 

MO 98 

I 127 

Xe 132 

AU 197 

Pb 208 

U 238 

Injected Injected 
Negative Current 

Ion (LA) 

Final Analyzed Ion 
Energy Beam Current Charge 
(MeV) (rut) State 

H 

Li 

NH 

0 

0 

Si 

S 

Cl 

cao 

SC0 

vo 

Fe0 

NiO 

ZnO 

Ge 

Br 

Br 

Sr 

NbO 

MOO 

I 

XeF 

Au 

Pb 

U 

2.300 23 60.00 1 

0.900 40 360.00 3 

0.650 39 80.00 4 

0.900 65 500.00 5 

2.000 68 500.00 6 

0.120 42 100 .oo 5 

0.500 60 120.00 6 

0.500 65 800.00 6 

1.800 63 500.00 6 

0.300 12 1 20.00 10 

2.000 110 400.00 10 

2.700 96 100.00 10 

0.250 118 8.00 10 

0.030 98 3.00 8 

0.060 92 5.00 8 

0.480 98 70.00 9 

0.640 97 90.00 10 

0.200 103 15.00 9 

2.000 42 500.00 5 

0.200 125 10.00 10 

0.200 125 10.00 10 

0.650 84 200.00 8 

0.200 42 180.00 6 

0.300 41 70.00 6 

2.500 90 300.00 9 

0.020 90 2.00 9 

3.000 99 40.00 10 

0.030 110 2 .oo 10 

0.024 113 0.45 11 
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Improvements in the future may provide even fur- 
ther increases of intensity so that low percentage 
isotopes of various elements might be provided in ade- 
quate intensities and thus rare isotope beams would be 
available without the expense of separated isotopes. 
Fortunately, even in some cases where separated iso- 
topes are necessary, they now can be used at modest 
cost because of the small amount of materials necessary 
to provide relatively large quantities of negative 
ions. 

IV. Further Developments and 
New Construction Now Underway 

A. Booster Systems 

Instead of working on the voltage improvement of 
tandems, different research groups around the world are 
actively pursuing the development of specialized pulsed 
accelerators designed for injection by specially pulsed 
tandem accelerators that would provide a “giant leap” 
to a much higher energy heavy ion capability. The idea 
is to greatly extend the range of heavy ion energy 
capability over that provided by the tandem in normal 
operation. R. H. Stokes and coworkers at LASL have 
worked out a spiral resonator LINAC operating CW at 
room temperatures with the purpose of providing a major 
increase in perfcrmance capability over what at present 
is possible with a tandem. 33 A superconducting helical 
resonator has been used to accelerate protons and 160 
ions during a test run at Argonne National Laboratory 34 

and other 9;o;;; t; ;;;n;zzz155 at Heidelberg and 
Karlsruhe, are also designing and 
testing scperconducting systems. 
berg38 

Groups at Heidel- 
and Munich39 are also studying room temperature 

LINAC systems as other possible booster accelerators 
for their tandem facilities. 

Superconducting cyclctrons are also being con- 
sidered by groups at Chalk River,40 Michigan State,41 
and Berkeley4’ as possible boosters for tandems and 
other cyclotrons as well. All of these different sys- 
tems are being designed to maintain as well as possible 
the high quality beam properties of the tandem which 
mainly depends on the ability to bunch the beam down 
to picosecond lengths. Bollinger has recently reported 
bunch lengths of 70 

e 
icoseconds or less for tandem 

accelerated 160 ions 3 which means that practical high 
quality booster acceleration is possible if all the 
other problems of the superconducting systems, control, 
beam transpcrt, etc. can be worked out. Finally, the 
group at Indiana, building the first separated radial 
sector focused cyclotron in the U. S. is also consider- 
ing the possibility sf utilizing an FN tandem as an in- 
jector in order to provide a wide-ranging heavy ion 
capability .44 

B. Very Large Electrostatic Systems 

Instead of resorting to booster accelerators, 
other groups are takinc, h diant leaps (factor of 2-3 over 
present performance capability) in the direction of in- 
creasing electrcstatic voltcige capability. 

1. The Darcsburv 30 XV Nut lear Structure Facility 
(NSF). The electrostatic machine development team at 
Daresbury, England is constructing a 30 >i vertical 
tandem accelerator. It is well on schedule and planned 
for completion in 1978. The machine design has been 
described in detail,18 however, it is now under con- 
struction and further design developments have been 
made. A complctcly new design for the sllpport column, 
acceleration tubes, and char,ging system have resulted 
from the efforts of the Daresbury group. They ha\re 
developed a chain type charging system called the 

“Laddertron” wherein flat condtl 
pcrted at high speed from grcun s 

tine slats <rre trons- 
to the high ~,ottage 

terminal by a chain-like structure arranged for induc- 
tive charging. One of these laddertron chains is 
equivalent to approximately 3 pelletron chains in 
charging current. Figure 11 shows the type of struc- 
ture used in laddertron construction. 

:ig. 11 Laddertron chain charging system developed by 
the Daresbury accelerator group. Each of the 
flat plate sections is inductively charged at 
ground and discharged at the high voltage 
terminal. This new charging system will be 
used in the 30 XV electrostatic accelerator 
now under construction in Daresbury, England. 

Performance tests with this new charging system on an 
8 MV test generator at Daresbury have shown that the 
present design exceeds the necessary performance for 
the 30 MV design. This kind of charging chain may very 
well be used as an alternative to the pelletron system 

in the future and will be offered commercially in the 
L’. S. by HVEC. The machine design will incorporate 
many new features of beam transport technique through 
the machine as well as more elaborate internal control 
and diagnostics that ha-ve not been pre-viously possible 
in smaller machines. 

C. HNL 25 MV Tandem 

A large tandem rated at 25 MV is being proposed 
for construction at the Holifield National Laboratory 
(HNL) and planned for completion in 1979. This machine 
will be of a folded rather than the customary straight 
through design which has been standard till now for 
most large tandem accelerators. In this vertical de- 
sign, the beam will be accelerated up to the terminal 
from the ground, turned 180° and accelerated back to 
ground after stripping and charge selection in the 
terminal with both the low and high energy acceleration 
tubes parallel and inside the same support structure. 
This arrangement makes tile vertical maciline much shorter 
because cnly one support column is needed for both 
acceleration tubes and additional height of one or two 
stories is not required on the top of the accelerator 
for the ion so,Lrce labor-rtory. A compariscn of relative 
size for the two basic machine designs as proposed for 
HSL is sho’dn in Fig. 12 Perh,?pps the main problem or 
the folded design is that the performance depends com- 
plc te1:; upon the proper operation of the l.arge 18Oo 
bending magnet that turns the beam around. Ii the .,er- 
formance of this maynet is intf>rrupted in any :“-%y by 
damage from a terminal spark the machine mist be opened 
ior repair before 3 kind of pcrlormance is pcssible. 
At this time, bids IIRV~ been received by HNL from both 
HVEC and NEC fcr the construction of this accelerator 
with guaranteed pr,rformance. The rcatter is referred 
to several papers in this Conierfncc for dct‘lils on tile 
.status of this new l,tr:ge machine. 45,46,47 This machine 
will have an additional boostor cap~hility by king 
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arranged to inject the ORIC cyclotron with an expected to the internal components inside the multi-layered 

heavy ion energy gain of up to four times.48 shielding system. 
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Fig. 12 Relative size comparison for a 25 MV con- 
ventional and new folded design of tandem. 
The building that houses the conventional 
vertical tandem must have an additional two 
stories for the ion source laboratory and 
associated structures as shown. 

If the scientific needs of the country for heavy 
ion physics in the future require even larger tandems, 
they can, in principle, be built. For example, a 60 
MV tandem could easily provide uranium ions of several 
GeV, well over the Cculomb barrier of uranium, thereby 
allowing the study of the reactions of any nuclei com- 
binations throughout the entire Periodic Table. Such 
a large machine would only be practical if built on the 
basis of a separation column design as pioneered by 
McKibben15 in the large vertical Van de Graaff acceler- 
ator at Los hlamos. This design isolates the outer 
part of the support column from the inner part con- 
taining the charging system, acceleration tubes, etc. 
in terms of the insulating gas in such a way that only 
the inner portion of the accelerator ever needs to be 
pumped up and down for maintenance. Even though the 
voltages are well beyond all present available experi- 
ence, even with 25 to 30 MV machines yet to be tested, 
it is interesting to speculate that surge protection 
might even be more easily arranged than in smaller 
machines because of all the space inside the high volt- 
age column structure and terminal region. This extra 
space could be used to provide multi-layer shield sys- 
tems with multiple alternate paths to ground for pro- 
tection of internal hardware components from 60 ??v 
surges on the exterior separation column. The large 
column diameter would also be convenient for elevator 
access for maintenance, modification, and adjustments 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it is clear that a number of solid 
advances and improvements have been made over the Last 
five years in the performance capabilities of electro- 
static machines. Even though these improvements have 
been modest from the standpoint of increased terminal 
voltage, they have definitely demonstrated a solid 
reliability for most of the basic components of elec- 
trostatic accelerators that previously were too un- 
reliable for present considerations involving the 
building of much larger machines. 

In one sense, a lot of the witch craft has now 
been removed from the basic design of acceleration 
tubes and it would appear that much larger machines, 
double the present operating voltage capability, will 
be built and operated successfully in support of the 
wide ranging heavy ion research programs pursued in 
this country and throughout the world. 
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